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NTRO Online services

- [link](https://portal.onrc.ro)
- Launched in 2012
- Co-financed from the European Regional Development Fund
- Interconnected with other systems
NTRO Online services

- Wide range of online services:
  - Assistance
  - Online forms
  - Legal & economic information disclosure
  - Legal publicity, etc.

- At the moment, the integrated system:
  - Processes over 6200 applications daily
  - Answers daily to over 14,500 online requests for data release
  - Interacts with other institutions based on cooperation protocols
Necessity to develop new online services

- **Certificate of status/ legal information on businesses** provides up-to-date information regarding a company.
- Demonstrates legitimacy and the right to exercise certain activities.
- Highly necessary in relation to different institutions.
- Mandatory: public procurement, loans, in court, etc.
- In 2013, NTRO issued **monthly 33,435** certificates of status and **7,717** information excerpts on businesses.
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InfoCert

- Launched in April 2014
- Provides documents with incorporated electronic signature
- Automatically issued
- Available 24/7
- Easily accessible - user account
- Secured access
- Electronic payment
- Electronic bill
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Documents provided by InfoCert contain:

- **qualified electronic signature** - provides authenticity, integrity, non-repudiation, confidentiality
- **time stamp** - provides unique fingerprint of the document attesting that the document was issued on the specified date and time
- **watermark** - prevents counterfeiting and unauthorized copying
- **barcode** - the document can be checked at a later date, using a specific web tool that checks authenticity of the unique barcode applied on the document
InfoCert

- InfoCert ≈ 25% of all online formalities, in just one month since the launch of the service, as a result of:
  - High expectation of the online service
  - Direct communication with public institutions
  - Press conference, press release, media relations
  - Campaign promoting online services, including InfoCert: round tables, media, flyers, etc
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